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Priam AI and RST Cloud are excited to

announce a strategic technological

partnership

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, June 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Priam AI, a

leader in AI-driven cybersecurity

solutions, and RST Cloud, an Australian

threat intelligence provider, are excited

to announce a strategic technological

partnership. This collaboration will

integrate RST Cloud's extensive threat

intelligence data into the Priam AI

platform, enhancing its capabilities to

deliver a comprehensive and scalable Security Operations Center (SOC).

“The integration of RST Cloud’s data, such as threat risk score, threat context, and more, will

significantly enrich Priam AI’s AVA platform. This enhancement empowers organisations to

This enhancement

empowers organisations to

sustain their cybersecurity

operations with scalable,

cost-effective, and efficient

solutions against evolving

cyber threats.”

Paolo Di Prodi, Co-Founder of

Priam AI

sustain their cybersecurity operations with scalable, cost-

effective, and efficient solutions against evolving cyber

threats,” says Paolo Di Prodi, Co-Founder of Priam AI.

“The integration of our services, like RST Threat Feed, IoC

Lookup, and Noise Control, will bring additional tools to

the Priam AI platform to increase platform efficiency and

reduce alert fatigue. This joint solution can help reduce

human errors, simplify incident triage complexity, and

address the security talent shortage,” says Yury Sergeev,

Founder of RST Cloud. 

About Priam AI:

Priam AI is a cutting-edge cybersecurity platform that leverages artificial intelligence to act as a

virtual analyst. By automating threat detection and response, Priam AI enhances the efficiency
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and effectiveness of cybersecurity operations, ensuring robust protection against cyber threats.

About RST Cloud:

RST Cloud is a leading Australian cybersecurity provider specialising in advanced threat

intelligence. By offering detailed threat insights through innovative and automated solutions,

RST Cloud makes high-quality Cyber Threat Intelligence accessible to businesses worldwide,

driving the global standard for digital security.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/723081529

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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